Hybrid systems for explainable natural language understanding
Summary
The goal of the research is building a high-quality hybrid system for explainable natural language understanding
and finding areas of question answering where this approach outperforms both pure machine learning and classical
knowledge representation/reasoning approaches. The bulk of the research consists of building and integrating
machine learning, natural language semantics and symbolic reasoning components. The student will work as a part
of a team already actively engaged in this work.
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Description
Commonsense reasoning has long been considered one of the holy grails of artificial intelligence. Despite its criticality
for most language-oriented A.I. applications, it has remained elusive despite the advances of machine learning techniques. Our goal is to develop a leading hybrid – machine learning plus logic – system for explainable commonsense
question answering (see [1], [2]) and to demonstrate that (a) high-performance explainable commonsense reasoning
is achievable using hybrid systems, (b) on natural language understanding and question answering tasks, hybrid
systems composed of both symbolic reasoning and machine learning exceed the performance of both taken separately. Our group has developed advanced methods and systems [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] for handling confidences and
exceptions – soft aspects of symbolic reasoning - and is currently working on integrating existing large knowledge
bases and building a suitable semantic parser for the natural language.
Supervisors:
Main superviso: Prof. Dr. Tanel Tammet
Co-supervisor: Dr. Ago Luberg
Some of the possible research questions are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

What are the most advantageous ways of integrating machine learning and symbolic reasoning?
How to derive additional statistical, uncertain rules from existing knowledge bases?
Can we advance the state of the art on natural language question answering benchmarks?
How to best use the machine learning techniques for guiding the search for symbolic solutions?
How to build up a suitably detailed knowledge base about similarities and differences of words?

The PhD candidate is expected to contribute to theoretical aspects as well as to practical aspects such as developing
and improving components of systems, planning and running experiments, and supervision of students. More detailed
tasks can be agreed based on the knowledge and experience of the potential PhD candidate.
Applicants should fulfil the following requirements:
•
•
•
•

a master’s degree in computer science or related field
a clear interest in the topic of the position
good programming skills
excellent communication skills in oral and written English
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•
•
•

strong and demonstrable writing and analytical skills
capacity to work both as an independent researcher and as a part of an international team
capacity and willingness to provide assistance in organizational tasks relevant to the project
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